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Let-off height : hammer-
string distance (1) when 
the hammer escapes (2)
How does the let-off height vary 
with the lateral regulation (3) of the 
escapement ?
Parametrical analysis : the let-off height
1:20
Historical and modeling challenges:
complexity vs. knowledge of the actions
Modern grand piano action 
Andreas Stein's viennese action
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Real action to be modeled
3D scan of the action
% Force computation           
if e < 0
   fit = mbs_data.user_model.F_M1_C1.fit;
   C = mbs_data.user_model.F_M1_C1.damp;
   ffit = polyval(fit, abs(e));
   Fn = -ffit*(1+C*vn_enf);
   Ft = 0;
   Floc = [Ft; 0; Fn];
   if ixF == F_M1
      signe = 1;
   else
      signe = -1;
   end
% Projection of F in the inertial frame
nM1 = [1/(rM1^2-xM1^2)^(1/2)*xM1 0 1];





Reproduction of the action of a 









draws a striking 
mechanism in a 
manuscript of 
the 15th century
Did the striking action ever exist?
a b
c mass
A model enables to quickly modify 
parameters (a, b, c, mass) of the key 
components of an action in order to 
study its behaviour
Added-value of the 
modeling approach
Quantify the performances 
of piano actions
Shed light on the 
composer's and musician's 
perception of action 
performance
Develop pedagogical tools 
for the explanation of the 
piano action's working 
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